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Abstract

Quality Control (QC) in Diagnostic Radiology normally covers significant number of X-ray

imaging equipment in one country or region. Most often the QC protocols are based on MS

Excel spreadsheets, where various parameters are calculated from the measurements. The

most often used parameters are approximately IS. Thus after several years of QC a great

number of data is accumulated. Handling of this data becomes very difficult and requites

some form of organization. The paper describes a PC based program with database, which

keeps information for all surveyed equipment and measured parameters. The program has

two main functions. The first function is used to extract information from old (existing) MS

Excel spreadsheets with QC surveys. The function is very useful for assessing the

performance of the X-ray imaging equipment during certain period of time. The second

function of the program is used for input of measurements, which are automatically organized

in MS Excel spreadsheets and built into the database. The MS Excel spreadsheets are based

on the protocols described in the EMERALD Training Scheme. Additionally the program can

make statistics of ail measured parameters, both in absolute term and in the time. The PC

program runs on PC Pentium 75 MHz or higher with installed MS Office.

Introdaction

Quality Control (QC) or Quality Assurance (QA) is an organized process that establishes and

monitors the performance of the X-ray imaging equipment. Thus high quality diagnostic

images are produced with minimum risk for the patient and minimum expenses for the

hospital. To achieve this, Quality Assurance tests of the equipment are carried regularly and

the results of these tests compared with the standard values given in the national or

international regulations. QA tests results are stored for a long period in the form of QA

protocols (reports).
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QA Protocols

Each QA protocol contains the results of a QA survey in the form of numerical data that is

later used for assessment of the parameters of the X-ray equipment tested. The data in such a

protocol is divided into two different groups - raw data and results. Raw data comes directly

from the measurements of the X-ray equipment parameters and it is hard to be assessed. It

contains both set and measured values for different parameters - kV, mA, time, exposure, etc.

The results contain values that come from the raw data after certain calculations are

performed. Those values describe the main paramerets of the equipment tested (e.g. Output

Variation, Output Consistency, Specific Output, Timer Accuracy and Consistency, First Half

Value Layer) and are later used for assessment.

The most widely spread format for storing QA Reports is MS Excel Spreadsheet as it

supports automatic calculation of the results after raw data is placed into certain cells. Using

this format for storing QA data is convenient but with the time the number of the files grows

and some serious problems with their handling arise. To escape those difficulties some sort of

organization of the Q A data is needed and the best way to achieve it is by using a database.

QuADRA (Quality Assurance in Diagnostic Radiology Assistant)

__,™_w QuADRA (Fig. 1.) is an application that runs under

MS Access and combines the features MS Access and

MS Excel provide for storing and handling QA data. It

acts as a personal QA assistant that organizes the

survey data thus giving the users the opportunity to

focus their attention on the job at hand. QuADRA has

user-friendly interface that allows users to

communicate with the database without paying

attention to the way it is developed or stored.

QuADRA is a database that stores a collection of

information related to the QA protocols data. All the

data is stored in the form of tables that act as storage

containers and there are certain relationships between all of them. Among the main functions

of this application is adding new data, viewing the data already stored, analyzing and printing

it, applying different filters so that a particular record is selected, importing and exporting

Fig. 1.
QuADRA
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data between MS Access and MS Excel. All this is achieved with the help of queries, reports,

forms and Visual Basic code that ties all these object together forming an application.

The application is specially designed for handling data from QC surveys of X-ray imaging

equipment. The type of data stored and the way it is organized and managed are based on the

protocols described in the EMERALD Training Scheme.

The main functions of QuADRA are best described with the Functional Tree (Fig. 2.).

Measurement allows users to input raw data that is later checked for correctness and after

that the results are calculated. Both the results and the raw data are stored for later use. Raw

data in this case is divided into two main groups — set values and measured values. Set values

include focus, set kV, set mA and set time while measured values include measured kV,

measured mA and measured exposure. These values are later used for calculating the mAs set

and the air kenna and the parameters describing the X-ray equipment tested. Those

parameters form the results of the QA survey. They include Output Consistency, Output

Variation with kV and mA, Specific Output both for broad and fine focus, kVp Consistency,

kVp Accuracy, Timer Consistency, Timer Accuracy, First Half Value Layer, etc. Results also

include some parameters that are directly measured, e.g. Focus Size, Bucky Centering, etc.

There also is an additional type of data that is entered in a measurement protocol. It gives

information about the hospital, the X-ray unit type, measuring equipment, staff performing

the QA survey and finally the summary and the recommendations.

QA Report function allows viewing the data stored and applying certain filters on it so only a

part of the data is extracted and viewed by the user. This view allows sorting data by hospital,

unit type, manufacturer and date of survey. It also allows exporting the current protocol in

.xls format in the form of Quality Assurance Report The design of this report is based on the

design of the EMERALD Training Scheme reports and it includes both-the raw data and the

results.

Tools include some additional features, such as:

Import Protocol - import data from .xls protocol into the database. The format of the source

protocol is defined in the EMERALD Training Scheme.

Export Protocol - export a record into .xls format

Export Database - make a copy of the database including all the protocols created during a

year specified by the user.

Delete Protocol - delete certain protocols using different filters.

Additional Information Management - allows modifying hospital, unit type, manufacturer

and staff data.
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Print - prints certain protocol or protocols' summary using different criteria to create it

Statistics is a feature

that makes statistics of

the parameters

measured, both in

absolute term and in

the time. It allows the

user to select the

parameters and the

period for statistical

calculations. The

results are represented

in column charts

containing also a trend

function.
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Fig. 2.
QuADRA Functional Tree

Help gives information about the application.

Exit closes the application.

QuADRA has an open source and can easily be modified to meet the needs of the users.

QuADRA is now available on CD.

To run the application PC Pentium 75 MHz or higher with installed MS Office 97 or higher is

needed.

Conclusion

The personal Quality Assurance assistant is specially designed to help you handle your QA

protocols database. QuADRA helps you input, store, handle and access data from QA

protocols and also includes additional features to manipulate it such as import/export and

statistics. QuADRA is the best way to combine the resources MS Access and MS Excel

provide for storing and handling Q A survey data.

Additional information could be found on QuADRA web she: http://web.dir.bg/quadra.
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